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RESULTS OF AN EXTERNAL TANK SEPARATION TEST IN 
THE AEDC/VKF TUNNEL B ON AN O.OlO-SCALE REPLICA OF 
THE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE MODEL 52-0T (IA17A) 
by 
R. H. Spangler and J. J. Daileda, Rockwell International Space Division 
ABSTRACT 
Tests were conducted in the AEDC/VKF Tunnel B on an O.010-sca1e model 
of' the Space Shuttle Orbiter and External Tank to determine the aerodyna-
mic ir.teractions during a "Return tg Launch Site" (RTLS) abort separation. 
The Orbiter model was built to vehicle 3 configuration lines (139B) and 
the ET model approximated the vehicle 5 configurations with protuberances 
and attach hardware. 
For these investigations the Orbiter was mounted on the primary sup-
port system and the external tank was mounted on the Captive Trajectory 
System. Six-component data were obtained for each vehicle at various 
Orbiter angles of attack and sideslip for a range of relative angular and 
linear displacements of the ET from the Orbiter. 
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INTRODUCTION 
An external tank separation test, IA17A, was conducted at Mach numbers 
of 6 and 8. The test was conducted during the period from March 6, 1974 
through March 15, 1974. Data were obtained to define the aerodynami c inter-
ference between the two bodies over a grid of five variables (cr, s,X, y, 
z) for various initial conditions of the combined vehicles. Six component 
aerodynamic characteristics were obtained for both bodies. The effects of 
the interference on e1evon effectiveness (elevator and aileron) were also 
investigated. All objectives of the test were met. 
This report for IA17A consists of three volumes. Two volumes consist 
of data figures while the third has the tabulated source data. Volume one 
contains Figure 4 through Figure 22 of the data figures and volume two has 




























































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (PJ. -' PCD)/q 
Mach number; VIa 
pressure; N/m2, psf 
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, perft 
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, degrees 
angle of Sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of gravity 
reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2 
moment reference point 
moment reference point on X axis 
moment reference point on Y axis 
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normal-force coefficient; normal force 
qS 
nxial-force.! coefficient; axial force 
qS 
side-foree coefficient; side force 
'13 
base-force coefficient; base force 
qS 
fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qS/REF 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment 
qSb 
rolling-moment coeffiCient; rolling moment 
q3b 
stability-Axis System 
lift coefficient; lift 
CiS 
drag coefficient; drag 
CiS 
base-drag coefficient. base drag 
, qS 
fore body drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
side-force coefficient. side force 
, qS 
pitching-moment coefficient. pitching m6ment 
, r-lSL
REF 
Y~lWing-momcnt coefficient; ynwing moment 
qSb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
q3b 
lift-to-drag ratio; Ct/CD 
























Additions to Standard Nomenclature 
Description 
. ; .... 
station no. 1 Orbiter base pressure coefficient, left 
side 
station no.' 2 Orbiter base pressure coefficient, right 
side 
balance cavity pressure coefficient 
external tank 
freestream static pressure, pSia 
moment reference center 
return to launch site 
freestream velocity, fps 
longitudinal center of pressure, fraction of body 
length 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in 
external tank longitudinal station, in 
Orbiter lateral station, in 
external tank lateral station, in 
Orbiter vertical station, in 
external tank vertical station, in. 
Orbiter angle of attack, deg 
external tank angle of attack, deg 
11 










































Orbiter angle of sideslip, deg 
ex~ernal tank angle of sideslip, deg 
incrementa 1 angle of attack between Orbiter and 
external tank, deg 
incremental angle of sideslip between Orbiter 
and external tank, deg 
horizontal distance betueen external tank nose 
mated position and instantaneous position during 
separation, in. 
lateral distance batween external tank nose mated 
position and instantaneous position during 
separation, in 
vertical distance between external tank nose mated 
position and instantaneous position during 
separati on, in 
e1evon deflection angle, deg 
aileron deflection angle, deg 
matrix of linear and angular displacements used 
by the Captive Trajectory System computer to 
p~sition the model at the required separation 
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During the course of test preparation and running, various events 
occurred having a possible effect on the test results. These items are 
noted below. 
1) AEDC was unable to satisfactorily tube for ET base pressure 
measurement due to the lack of provisions for these measurements 
in the CTS. 
2) A leak was discovered to exist in the reference pressure tubing 
for the transducer measuring the ET chamber pressure. This 
affects all ET chamber pressure data after group 110. 
3) During the running of group 455 the Orbiter balance (-050) was 
damaged due to a CTS failure. All subsequent data were obtained 
using a similar but different balance (-048). Since no com-
parison runs were made between the two balances, the affect on 







Model 52-0 is an 0.010-sca1e representation of the Space Shuttle 
Configuration 3 Orbiter, built to the lines depicted in Rockwell Dwg. 
VL70-000139B. It is of all steel construction to withstand the enviro-
ment of hypersoni c tunnels. Adjustable control surfaces are provided 
by means of interchangeable brackets. 
For this test the Orbiter model was mounted on the primary support 
system by means of the AEDC/VKF 4.00-Y-36-050 balance and 4.06 -Z-21-047 
sting. (After data group 454 the -050 balance was replaced with the -048 
balance when the -050 balance was damaged). The primary support system was 
modified to reduce blockage, resulting in manual, rather than remote changes 
of angle of attack and sideslip. 
The balances were water cooled. Since ~he flexible tubing used to 
d,arry the cool ing water to the cool ing jacket was 1 arger than anti cipated 
the aft end of the Orbiter model was milled out for clearance, including 
the main propulsion engines. 
The 52-T model is an 0.010-scale representation of the Vehicle 5 
External Tank with protrusions and attach fittings as shown on Rock~el1 
Qwg. VL78-000062. The tank model is also of all steel construction. It 
was mounted on the Captive Trajectory System by means of the AEDC/VKF 4.00-
Y-36-049 balance and the Rockwell built VY 109575 sting. The following 
configuration notation was used: 
01 = B19 C7 E23 FS M4 N8 N24 R5 V7 W107 
ET1 = T20 AT16 AT17 AT18 AT20 PTg PT10 PT11 PT12 FL3 FL4 
14 o 
,i 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) is an Air Force 
Facility located in Tullahoma, Tennessee. Tunnel B is a continuous, 
c:losed circuit, variable density wind tunnel with an axisymmetric con-
t,oured nozzle and a 50-inch diameter test sectioil. The tunnel can be 
operated at a nominal Mach number of 6 or 8 at stagnation pressures from 
20 to 300 and 50 to 900 psia, respectively, and at a stagnation tempera-
~ure of up to l350o R. The model may be injected into the tunnel for a 
test run and then retracted for model cooling or model changes without 









The test was conducted to obtain data for use in a separation tra-
jectory computer program. The test program was, therefore, designed to 
produce data for a grid of linear and angular displacements of the ET 
relative to the Orbiter, for various initial conditions of the combined 
vehicles. In general ~Z (vertical distance of the ET nose from its mated 
position) was the basic variable, a basic group consisting of a series of 
6Z values at a single value combination of the other variables. 
The initial relative positions of the Orbiter and external tank were 
established prior to testing by physical measurem'~nts. The linear and 
angular movement of the ET on the CTS was controlled by the CTS computer 








Data were reduced about body and stability axes systems using the 




reference M. A. C. 
reference span 




moment reference point 
MRP locations are also shown in figures 2a and b. 





Xo = 1089.6 in. 
Yo = 0.0 in. 
Z = 375,0 in. 
o 
2 2690.0 ft. 
1290. 3 in. 
1290.3 in. 
XT = 1 360. 1 in. 
YT = 0.0 in. 
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TABLE I. 
TEST :IA17A I lCATE: 3/15/74 
TEST CONDITIONS 
I REYNOLDS NUMBER DVNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE MACH NUMBER (per ft) (pounds!sq, inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
, 
" 93 1. 973 x 106 1.575 335 
7,98 1 921 1.947 805 
, 
I 7 98 1.753 1.J08 812 
7. 98 ~669 1.626 812 




Orbiter (Groups 1-454), Balance 4.00-Y-36-050 
-+- Design Range-or---
Balance Component Load Static Loads 
Normal force, lb 200 ± 50 
Side force, lb 100 ± 25 
Axial force, lb 50 10 
Pitching moment, in.-1b 680 +100 
Measurement 
Un ce rta in ty 
±0.5 
± 0.1 
± O. 1 
± 0.8 
Yawing moment, in-lb 300 ± SO ± 0.3 
Ro 11; ng moment, i n-1 b 100 ± 10 ± o. as 
Orbiter _~roup~ 455-997}, Balance No. 4.00-Y-36-048 . 
. , Design Range of -----,;reasurement 
. Balance Component Load Static Loads Uncertainty 
Normal force, 1b 300 ± 50 
Si Qe force, 1b 100 ± 25 
Axial force, 1b 50 10 
Pitching moment, in-1b 1020 ±100 
Yawing moment, in-1b 340 ± SO 
Rolling moment, in-1b 100 ;1;10 
External Tank1._Ba1 ance No. 4.00-Y-36-049 
Design Range of--
Ba1 ance Component Load Static Loads 
Normal force, 1b 200 ±SO 
S1pe force, lb 200 ±25 
Axi a1 force, lb 100 ·10 
Pitching moment, in-1b 680 ±100 
Yawing moment, in-1b 680 ± 50 
Rolling moment, in-1b 100 ± 20 
Loads and Uncertainties with respect to Balance Center 
18 
± 0.3 
± O. lS 
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TABLE II . 
TEST :AE~ VALl;) 2- (It117A) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3/IS 17~ 
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES "'D. l:J."t, if). fu n SC-/e. 
IDENTIFIER 
CONFIGURATION $e OF - c.Y bZ ...{O /3 0 Ao( c.13 M aD - GraD RUNS 0 2.00 '1oo 
mODi 0, + E.T, 0 11 0 0 0 0 5.'1:3 0 0 I 5"~ 57 52 
-- I-r- .-~ 
-5 -.-- -r-- -,--- I-r- ~7.. 0~ 02. B 
63 t -/0 04 105 ~~ 
D~ D -15 70 11 1~ 
DE £- -2J) " 73 'ttl 75 
olb K -~o I 2.J~ 3'0 ~ I fTI 
o.r J -20 ~~ 3~1 312- 373 Vl ~, ~ 
A 3 II 02 0 3 /4q Ill. c z 
--' 
\.0 ~ 1-.- '-5 1-,- IJ~ II' z Oq I c ~ 10 H I -/0 ! 117 /I~ /IC! III I n ;:) 
I 
-IS' I /23 12.i.f 12.5 c' /1 
1'- 11 0 III 
13 l J \V 'Ii 0 ! 'Ii 130 /210 12.7 
1'/ A S 0 0 ~ .s- jqq j.tJO 201 I 1 
IS , I G -5 -0- toS 2()~ 
Ita j H -10 ! 2{)1 209 2.Oq t 
/1 I • r -IS I .<./3 211 2/.:/ i 
19 i ~ J 3 i 'W ~ , -~o " 'v ,,~ ~ '/ 22.b 2.1" 2/1 
, 
I 
I- ~ , 3 19 0 31 37 43 49 55 1:1 £"> 7= "'f 
c: IN I I·CI1I I I 1 IC,L/1, i , I~~ I I I CY."" I 1 iC..':\L, I I lD.l .. .P.Ll~ IC.P&.ll I I~PII3I~ 1 ICtPI~CI ,1.nLl,-/, IU,L.T. ... t-; I ... 
':OEt F ICENTS IDvAR (II fDv~~ -121 NOV 
a OR fJ f} (6.7 ..) = ;2..02/tJO/ :LOO}. 3(Jo~ ¥tI~t.,oa~(.I)() C.~A1.\:.IfOOI SOC) Il#OO~ ~nD 




- - -- -- ~..- --
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.n.., .............. \ '"' .. ~ I; U'CL 
. '--' 






i TEST: AE Dc.. VA If..z2(TA i"llDj -. --. DATA SET /~UN NUMBER COLLA Tlm~ SUMMARY D,t..TE: 3/lsI7'/ ~--






















'\ V '10 
., 
I I .) 





11'/ At. .:0<0 13 0 ~o< bl1 M 
O,+£T; 0 A 5" 3 0 0 5;13 
Gr -5 -roo- -roo-
H -/D 
r -15 
J \/ ~ -..«() 
A -5 0 0 
.-- -,-I 
-5 ! , ~ 
, H -10 
r -/5 
!J \V -2.D 
A 3 0 
l 1-,..- -5 
H -If) 
I -IS' 
J \' -.20 





'II N' 'v ,:,.- -/0 ~ , 
13 19 ~s 3 I 37 
J 1 ) ..I J .1 1 .l. I I 
E(A"t} = ~OO 21DDD COE<FICE"'T5 
@(A~J ';: 2LxJ)3()(J/fOO! 5'00,)'00, '/5'0, goo' 
tr. 
\ 
L~m,~,~~ t ;:::::;S~:1U~=~=~~~~=='~~=~-'v~'~ ' .. -~~~~~=~=~~-=~~~:. ." .. ~~,_.d~. ___ ~ .• ~ •. ' _"_ .~d_~d~~. 
t:" 
OF af? cJ€. GR,Il) RUNS 0 .200 '1oo 
0 0 If IIDI ,102.-
-;-- I-~ ({oS I IP0 
"1 "g 16. q 
/13 /14 175 
r80 17' /11 
~ 234 2.. 'it) 241 
I-r-
.2.t/5 24~ 
)..'-17 2..t/g 2'19 . 
253 2~4 255 
It .<~o 25~ 2.57 
7 2.79 2~{) 
-r--
2.93 2~¢ 
2~5 2g~ j~.f7 
jC(( ;q,2 2q~ 
\V jqg 2.9 if 2'15 
g 3/3 31~ 
-,-
322 3.23 
~/ 't- , 324 32.5 32~ 
43 49 SS € 1 (7 
I I I I • I L.' I I I I , I a I I I I I 
\ ICVAI'l C11 lOVAR 12) 
H(b,Z) = tjoo L ~~ OOli.(20/1~O~ '$00 
rCA 1) =S09 .~~_oo) 75'0) S~6 
~:-
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TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3/1 S 171 
6'1?in.ft.lt\ sc.'e. 
o ] :LOO l~oc2I: 
RTRD4 II 0, +ET, 101 P 1-/013 I"/.! I 0 ls:q31 b I 0 I I 8 I 133013311332. 
41J ITIMI,-f 0 f (5 TifTTlil1 I q I 1344-,13451341, 
431 IIIL I IITI-51 III I I I r I I'i 1350135/ 
441 I liN I , I I I-ID I I I I I I I I I I r I 135~1353135tf 
451 Illpl ill I-lSI III I II ~_I I.J..I 135~13S913~O 
• J.jitJ I M I 0 I -20 10 321 3gg'-i 
: 41 ' I N -/ D - r- I 0 38'Q 3'10 S 
: liS A -5 0 II 3'16 39'7 ~ 
~ I I 49 H -r- -/b I 398 3'19. ~ 
L 5/ J \v - 2.0 4- JfDIo tffJO ~ 
I 52 A 5 0 /L 4()9 'I If) ro 
53__J-! T_ ~_::IO _ __ T 411 tl1~ 
55/ II/Jltl"'l-ZDI III I I I II I .J., I 141ql 1413 
501 IliA 10 10 I 0 I , II 1 I I I I 113 I 1422/ 14-23 
SJ11 III&TITI-/oll __ LLJ I I I I 1 _ l-rl_~JL/.2'11 1'12.5 
59 J I I 1 ~ 1-2.0 I I 1 1 I I I I Ii} J~_ ILf 3 Z I I L/..(~ 
60 tq I I I 3 I 0 I I I I I I I I I 114 I 1Lf35 
V tr,1 \t'- HI ~ 13 I-I () I tt 1 "" I '" I .Jr I II t/ I 1i/3~ 
., 13 19 ~:- 31 37 43 49 S5 (:1 1;"' :-~ '6 
_L __ L-'-----l-I I I I I • I • I I 1 • _1 .1 _1 1 1 ,J _.I 1 1 1 , I I •• t • I I • I I •• I ••• i .i_l __ L_L_..L A, 
a 01=< f3 
SCHEDULES 
J (A "C.) :: 75D ) 8DO /foo) I~CtJr;oE ~ F ICENT 5 




~~"~~""',"-,.>U.o_""".!""""""~~~'.""" __ ""~'''''' .. , .. _.~_,_~_ ...... ,_"'-._., •• _ •. ~ ~ _~ __ " __ .. _____ ._ ••. "_ 
_\ . IDVAR 11) !Ov"'''' 12) NOV L( AT;)':: 2OCJ, ~Q~If~O ) G"tJt> I ~OO 




















1-.· . .-.,,---~----~--- .. -
. 
__ .,,>-_ .;~,_±.«'>"I-~,::<I':"'-;:::'!'::""1!::'l~;::::"'" ,,_ ._.,t:::;'.!~~·;:-::-;;;'~:"'~H'·:~:.;--'~'~·-~ 
.~ ..... : .. :.r_·~ . ..:;::.-,::, •• t';:;;!"~-".T~_.'.~~::-:~~~~~'~~~~~~~~'··_. -------;;:: 






TEST: AE Dc.. '111 4~2 (Iflt7A) I DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3/1 S /7if 
OATA SET SCHD, PARAMETERS/VALUES ~.o. 61..1(1,+",,'\ sc.!e I 
IDENTIFIER 
CQNFIGURATION 
<' $1'> OF c.j tit. d. o 13 0 6« 6.8 M "0- GRID PUNS 0 :2.00 1/00. 
RTRD~~./ Ol+£~ 0 K 0 3 -"<0 0 5.Cf3 0 -~() /4 '137 
1,3 1-,- / 1-..- 0 i-r- -r- -'fD 1-r- 450 Ii . 
(it ~ 1-..- J.f51 -/0 
t,5 K \1/ -2..0 ,It 452 
U A 0 0 13 SqS S'f6 
(/f H r;..;.. ....... -/0 1-,....- 5'Q1 59S> -1 rn 
t,1 J ~20 (pO~ Sq1 (Il \II ..,/ -l 
'10 Ii 0 b()~ 
lJ 
5 /2 &09 c z! 
71 H i......-- -/D roo- (plO (p II. z c :: 
73 J ..Jr -)() ",lI IPI3 (0/2 ~ I lJ 
74 A -5 () J I t,2J ~Jv2.. to") ! 
75 H 1-,-- -/0 -r-- i,13 ~2./+ 
tt'1 J \/ -:<b ...,~ &/2.0 ~2S 
f-/~ ·M -/0 0 /() lo31 ~35 
1q N ~/O -.y -{D t '/ 10 (/, 1 .J{£J ~3r1 
9.0 . A 0 3 0 +15" ~ I~ 4ft/l 
.-... -ISR 
<11 I I H 1-..... -- -/0 -- i-- -- L/~3 
\ II 32.. '/ vlK 'v ..J -2.D It ~V \1 \/ \1 '-I~1' 
." 
., 13 19 ..:~ 31 37 43 49 5E ~ , (~ 7~ 7t 
I I I-I I , I • I I I , I I , . . , --.I I ' . ..Lt...LI..-.. I , I , , I I • . . I .II.. 
N ( ) COEh ICE"lTS .,,'''" .. NOV IGV"'R '" IDvAI< 121 
a OR ~ b. e = 4-(0)50()/~()O j1{)() \ ~dO R.. ( A ~) = ~OC. '?Ol '/Of) ,5"0°1 (,~ l '100 2 3~ CJ 
SCHEDULES P(A=i.)=-S"OD,i.DDO,'1bO", ZOO ICAL):: 2:·~!.f)O,200, 300 1 #00 50 0 
t(. 
LJ \ ( t 
-. 














TABLE II. (Continued) 
T EST : AE DC. V A L.f ). 2. (I ft / fJ Ii ) DATA SET/RUN t~UM8ER COLLATION SUMMARY 




. Cay [)."l. c:>/,O 13 0 60( 613 M at'>. &e 
RTROg3 O. +EI, 0 Ii 0 0 0 0 5.tt~ +/5 ~ 
-~O8ll - II -r-- -16 -r- -r- -- -r--H 
08~ J {t -2.0 
cB7 Pl 5 D 
, 
I~ --O~k ~ -/0 
OqO I J i -2D 
oa, ! 
·A -5 0 , f 
() q1 H T -/~ 
oqq J I -J..D 'V ( 
OqS M -/6 J 0 
cq~ N -10 {I "'/0 ,v \V 
CQ7 A 0 :3 0 c +/5 
091 H -r-- 1-,- -ID -r-
O9Q k l! -2iJ 
/00 A 0 0 
lOI H i-r- -10 
ID3 J V -2J) 
, l/ 104 ~I , Ii 5' ,If 0 \ / ,!t 
" 
,v 
~ 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 
i.l .1 ·1. I • J 
• 
I • ,. I 11.L I I I I 
~., ... ~ '" U (A. Z ) .:: 4()() 5tJ6)to6D COE~l'tCE"TS - ,~ 



























LY-,ifl • .j:r.lI\ sc-Ie. I 
. "'PUNS 0 2..00 '100 





tjq,/~ t.Ji~ -ii 
_~q5 4Cfb G;I -i ' 
Il! 
t./q7 ljqp c~ z 
505 L/q q; , z I c :;: 
52/ 52.~ ID n 








t I (~ 75 7£ 
• 1 ~ 11.1.l"L.L 1 ... 
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~, ... "1111' [1ll11.llnl •• ~I.1J:' IIUijPiillllll1ll fbi n'IJi/lilt/fimooill " •• ,I.-... • .... -"-· ..... ·,·,-·,~~ '''H •• , . ,,", "'.'....... .,1 hh, .. 1·1.·, "'.v'''· ... ~.,.·,.''li;_'I[;.,;, .... ''''i;MJiliO#.:"'·'''''.",.:u..lIliIl!;,'Iilii;!'''.i; .. w.:.-<,j,j;i~liil!lf_A'~iIAIIIi WI_I .... · ••• iltfi~ J 
L" *8td 7 iIiiIIiii: i~?f t. ~.,. \" 
-~ ............. -.,..-~.-.-~" .. ~ ........... - .. &".~.-~ .. '-~.-~~~~ .. - ~--.. ..~. *" • -'. . * . 






TABLE II. (Continued) 





o I~ooll{ool I 
RTR,.' D5 D, +E.1j 10 I HIS-~ -10 0 ~ 0 1"1.5"' I I /2.1 155 71 I5"S~ ~ ID1 I T J 5' ITI-.20.1 -TI- /2. 5~51 551 
logl 111111-51'161 III/ /1 I I 1I1I 151f21 /5l/3 
1011 IIIHITI I I-/DI I I I I I I I I 1-,-'-1 15'fLJ/ 1.5'15 
i' I III I J I -2..~ t 552 51~ 
I l Ll2 tv1 -/D 0 I () 533 53t.f -i 
: L 113 '" T . -10 .,; 10 535 53~ S 
: I 111 R / (J - 5 0 .z3 ~ tll3 (pLJ f ~ 
I I ; 15' N T -/0 -~ -r- 0i.fS ~1(, ~'I'! ~ 
( , Jih p! -15' I 651 (pSt /;53 ; 
• 117 I< ,~ -.).r) _'-' ~5 L} ~ 5.5 t::S ~ co 
/I~ R 3 -5 ,,21 &13 0'1'1 
U1 N I III ,-/DI I I , I I I I I I rl 101.1"1 cP1~J~17 
I I ~~~I I· III ~ IJ Ii I=~~ H11111I I I 11 I~~~I ::~I~~!' , 
/22.1 I I III 0 I 0 I 0 I I 1'l.'1g I I I i I I / to I 17111 'Ii r 
1231 II ILl j IT/-51 I ITI I I I Iii 1'12./11n 
it 1211! l.klH I:} It 1-/01 it 1 * I it ! ~ i I t.l 17,(gI7~1-11J_51 I I 
., 13 19 25 31 37 <:3 49 ss t 1 6" 7576 
• ., I .-'-.&....Ji--L.....&....L-~-'"" 1_ •• .I. A, 
COC~~ICENT5 IC'\;AR Itl I[JVA~ 12) 'lC'V 
a OFT {J 
SCHEOULES ~ , 
tf. 
, 


















I· ... ~ , 
c (; , 'W t' 
I, ~"" __ ... . ' "' " __ ,,_,0 .'_""' __ w'n ...... ",_,"" __ ·w__ .. "W'" .. -,,, , ..... - .. ' ... ' OlIO"'·" 'IlI~.'.' .. ~.?~. .J £' ..... _ttL·""«:,,, ."c, e' ,w,,_~ ...•• _~."M."".~'."" ..... "_._, .• "._,, .. ~~~ ............. _ ...... ",,~~. 
~ N U1 • 
o 
TEST: AE Dc.. VA '+2. 2 (r1117 A) 
DATA SET 
1 DENTI FI~R. 








, JE! , 
i ) ~"J 1 - I , , • < 
I ~,~ , I 
.,J,/ i 
• ~l' J -' f ! 
130 




I 11-2 ! 
! . l' ~ I ~ UJ 
t ( ,-/,q 
V 145 \ V 
-, 13 19 
" 
"""~,.",.,, '" 'r".-" ""'~"'-""""'."'M,~".~~,-~,~ .. ";>,,,.,,q~'II!IIII!M;:;;ae4a;;;jllit.jUJ. - '-'~ 





,-=- - ! 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3//sI7~ 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
DoC>{ ~ &e""' 1:.'1 D.'"t.. 0<0 13 0 ~13 M 0"- ' Po 
0 r. 0. 0 1-15 0 7.92 0 0 -
-0- J -I'"""" i-r- -2/J -- -r- -
T 0 300 
L ." -r-~~ 
H 'v -10 , 
T I ,~ 
-J 0 t./20 
L IT -5 -r--
H l -/0 
:£ -IS I 
J " ' -)'0 i 
I 5" 0 ! 
I- :-r- ~ -~ 
U -It) ~ 
I -15 
J '/ -2J) 
l -., - -( 0 . I . , ..; ! i 
I L r-- -~ i I ' 
" 
U ,I \ -/0' w ~ ¥ V' ~ 
:5 31 3' 43 49 
NO. 













LX .lin. +t.( 1\ SC.'e. 
0 200 1/00 
'12.q 73~ 73/ 





87'1 3'15 ~;I(rJ 0 1 
7'11 '/'12 ... fTI 
n~.'1 752- U\ ,.-. ... ( -" 
'1c.~ 75'1- 755 x C .,./...; Z 
1/59 1(p() 11JJ / z ~ 3: 
7~(P '/ (P2" "'& -:J l!J / .' tTl ;;) 
8~_1 1j{)J. .~ 
",--
8/1 fl /2-
3/~ g'/1 g/5 
819 3~D ~2..[ 
82.~ ,22.2: 'g2 E 
3Bg $39 
912. Pt.J3 
ZiPf ~Lf5 81./-10 









:f [j j: 
7; . --
















.......... - .... , \U-"""" ... ""\,,oIJ_ 
TEST :AEDC;. VA 42..2 (IflIFfA) I DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
DATA SET SCHO, PARAMETERS/VALUES 
/DENTI FIER 
CON FIGURATION 
5e 6.1 b"l.. 0(<:> 13 0 ~o( l!.13 /0- <:" Po i 0(;\ 
i RTf< I Lifo 0,+£71 0 I -5 3 -/5' D 7/j8 0 {) Itf20 
-,Lib I- I _r::: :< -20 -r- '-r0- D () 371) ~ 
-' ...... 
I'-/~ T 0 0 f\ '- +15 ~ 3DO 
/ So H -10 -r-- -r-- --,--
/~f t- ,l/ -20 
/5'2.. T -5 () 
/53 l;j - -10 
154 K ... .1 -lJJ V ... !i 
155 T 0 0 0 -f.O 
/5& H !-,- -llJ -.- -r--! 
15ft K \J/ -j,/) 
IS'S T -5 f) 
/sc; fA 1-"- -ID 
I~O k \' -1.0 
" 
V 
I~( T 0 0 -'/0 i 
H - r-IftJL -10 
Jfo3 K I; -2J) 
V- J fif 1/ ,ll- T -5 "I; D / \/' ,/ \£ \/ 
..., 13 19 ':5 ~ 1 3: 43 49 
DATE: 3//sI71 
NO, l::.."t,ln,fIJII SCili/e.. 
OF 
GJ(rD PUNS 0 2..00 1/00 
/2 '85i) 351 152 
It Y51 <;?53 85'-1 
,2./ ;?;'/' ~- I 
-r-- fgfj 
'II ~~q 
,.. i' gql -i ~~ ....... 
rn I-~ 811.. (Il -i 
.. ftj5 ;l:) ,Ii c z 
/.1 Qo3 z c ;;; 
Q04- CD 
~ 









SC t 1 €," 7~ !E r 
[ 
t 








a OR {J 
SCHEDULES 
o 




b,--~, "".,_A!::' .-==-=_..:-.:::-~.~.::::~.::-.::~._._.. iO __ '" i" 
.-
IO .... AR'11 
.. 
--' ..... , .... 
IOVA'" 12} ';CV 
t.~ 




















TEST_;AEDC- \)114'2..2. (rI117fJ) 
DATA SET 
IDENTIFIER 
CON FI GU RATION 
















it 122.. ,/ i 
. 7 13 19 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 
1::."1 b7:. 01.. 0 13 0 ' bo<. ~f3 M at) $e. Po 
0 v -5 0 -/0 0 '1/i3 0 -40 300 
I-r- K -5 0 -.2fJ " 
-,.-- i-,--If 
M r-/O -3 ,0 
L I-r- 1-.- _t: . 
-' 






T c 0 D 
. 
-..; , 
1-"- i I- -5 j } 
U -10 I ! 1 




-,ZO ! J ,/ 





I ~/5. ~ 
I, J J "-it 'v -2D \/ t ~v ,:..- ,It 
:5- 31 37 ':3 49 
o 
DATE: 3//sI7~ 
~O. 6'1) if) . .{:CA 1\ SC-Ie. 
OF GRID RUNS 0 200 /.(OOi 
20 Cf/rt 
zo iq;.O 
3 QZ2 q2B 
:.-//6 92'/ 
r2S '12.1 930 
93 t [ 135' 93b -i rr. 




f :~ Z 
94'1 91/5- q'l~ z C ;: 
C;SO 951 952 m r 
'v C(5 rl q53 C1hlf I..; 
:zLj 9~i 9~9 
(i1t r'13 
1911f 115 0/16 .' 
,q~O 19i :Cj82 
\}' q~7 183 Cf&"1 





., I; I"'~ -'--' 
~ 
1 









I I I I 1·1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 1 'I I 1 I I 1 I l I I ...L • • I .L' l 
.'. , .• >"'~,.".-. ., .......... ~ .. ,~ 
" 
COE" ~ ICENTS -,~.~.~ .... ,- ."" .... '". '".~'.~ IOVAR 11) .OVAI'>
 t21 'Iev 







" " "'. .", ....... ,_. . . .' 1 
'''''~~':~-~~~.:~'~t~.nM!il.li_.~~.tM~tl. ',' .i_*'~j~tn:' :'%~"?brf:r~~::~~:~'~ ,j 
MW'i+W' #.)'<;'~~~' • 'r/!< _~_.....,::.._. _.-.. ..................... ~"' .. ~"-'~, •• ~.-"' ..... , 
, 
,.----" ~. , ' 
I , 
./:, .. .. 


























1 I I·J 











1tt".. • ..... 
TABLE II-. (Continued) 
DATA SET iRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
.. 
d. Q ,-~ t:'l I3 Q t;,o( o.f3 M a~ C;P 
~ 
hO A 0 0 () 0 5,Q3 0 0 
- .... C. r-, 1-,.- -/(; I-r- -r-;-r- --r-
£; -21) I 
J -.?!L / ! 1 > 
A C 3 j . 1 
e -It; -r-- 1 1 1 
£ -20 i I 
J 1 . V -2{J 'Z , i < 
A 3 0 0 ~ 1 , 
I-r- -r-- I , H -10 I , . 1 
J -.20 ! 1 I j 
A 0 3 I 
H -/0 -,.-- J 
J "-, \1/ -26 II 1 
Ii 5 0 () 0 : 
H -r-"" r- -10 1-.- I I 
J -.2.0 \l/ j 
1/ A \ / \/ 0 3 \~, 'VI ~ 
:5 31 37 43 49 
-'- 1 I I I .L 1 I • 
COE" F ICE'~TS 
~ 
tf. 
,.~.",c;-<--".-,,_. _.'.j-<. "'1.,,,, .. ,~ .. ~ . ....---"'rt"'~.-,...,-<-=,a..>-'_ .. ,_..: .... ~_, .. ,,--,~-_=.:.:;>o;c--,,=,,,-~---=:--":::"~~,-~, 
.. 
DATE: 3//5"171 
NO. . t::.Y)ifl.+y\\ sC-/e 
OF GRID PUNS 0 2.0.0 1100 
i (pI too 5q 
I-r-- toq t,«g ~1 
1& 11 10 
382 375 314-
q{ qZ 
I ?Ie 8& ~1 ' -I ....... fTl 7q ;0 81 (Jl -I 
3~3 31ft; S11 lJ \11 c z 
3 J I L/ J /3 z - C ;:: 
'-r- :r1, 12.:'1. 1;21 12.() . ,." :;:) 
/3/ /.2...q /2& ....... 
15& /51 
150 IS/ /S~ 
\V /.3>/P /32- /3:3 
S :2/)1 c2lJ3 2J:t_ 
'-r-- ~/Z ~il ..1 jO 
~2..1 ~~_/fl :u1 
,II b:l3 1/ ;(35 
5E E:1 (" 7~ :5 
I I I I I I I I I & I j..1 .J. --'- --'- I 










I 1 l 
, 
~,~~ ,', - ~ '71"t!' .... '." ----,~.- .---- -~,----

























.:;. L/ ~ l 
\ I cJ47 ~. 
"7 13 19 
I I ·1 -'..1 -'- 1 • 
a 0~ {3 <. 
SCt-1 E:'0 '-..E5-
, 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
'.' 




' C' $e. 1::.'( /:>.7 0<0 L.o< l:d3 M Oe\ 
&;0 f.I S- O -10 3 ~q3 0 D 
-r- -.-- 0 ';;)~ 3 - r-r-- I. J 
fJ 3 0 0 I 
!-I -,- -10 f-r-
J -2/) 
.'k J 
f1 0 3 I 
_H -10 1;-J 
J II , . .. ;0 t I 
A -s 0 0 0 ! 
H 1--.-I-r-- -/0 -r- ! I 
J -.z~ ~11 ! 
A 0 3 ; 
1-1 -It) 
,-,-
J , , -:1]) v I 
A 3 0 () 
, 
I , 
! H I-r- -/0 . 
J .. ~O • 
" 
1 
I fI I 0 3 
'/ V ~ 
25 31 :!7 . 43 49 
I • I I -,-.11 .1 I ' 1 lL 1 




















6)(, if). +u 1\ sea'e. 
PUNS 0 :;.00 I.{OO 
2..2~ .z~q !i.-3D 
~2..~ ;(//2.. Jl,23 
/iP4 /b3 
/72. 11/ l'lO 
/8/ /11 /18 
1';1- ;tIs ~ en 
/Jg 18'1 J9~) V> ~ 
/f~ lJ /~z IF '3 c z 
eJ'/l/ "4.~ :;12 z 0< ~ c ~ 
~51 25/ :2.50 CD n ;;:; 
~~/ d.Sq ~5g ~, 
~7;j ~15 
~02 2.1/1 ~1~ 




fED 2cgq 2P/t 
~q1 J1'! J.qto 
312- ~I~ "-.',;;;; 
t 1 (,' 75 ?€: 
I • 1.1111 .... 













. ,;. i 
~~~~~J~~.~~~~~~-'~-~~.~~~~~i-.j~ •• M. J 









i ~ , 
" i ! i 
w 
a 
















2. to I 
dG?~ 
2U'/ 
~bS I : 
:;. /Pb I 
" 
II ~&~ ~ 
, .., 13 19 
._" ~""'~~'.N",c-k·.--"""\"'<:"_",,,",,"-~ • .,,;!.:::.~'"tl;"::_~ '~:-.-:"~-~~:-~~'" 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 
c.'i t:.1 0<0 /3 0 t:..o( 6.t3 M a~ &e 
"0 1-1 -5 3 -/0 .3 5.Q'j 0 0 I:';;,..... J -5 1-.-- -.2.6 3 .-r-- -,--
M -/6 C 0 
N IT -/0 0 , 
til I () ..5 1 
N ~ -10 ..3 J , 




M 1 0 3 I 1 
N I -/1J 1-.-- I ,v 
Nt ! {1 -.2.D 
N V -/0 , 
A -5 l 
~ 1-.- -/0 
J \ -';0 
A S 0 I 1 I 





It" J J \ 1/ -2~ lJ' '¥ "I , 




6)1',in . .tu\1 SC./e. 
GUD PUNS 0 2..00 1/00 
1 3()/; 301 3D~ 
7 364 30D 301 
3 321 3.2.D 
~q 312 ?"p'l 
?3Q 3JfO 
{, 333 33'1 335 -i 
341 
[11 q 31q 3tFJ II> -i 
lJ 357 3% 3!55 c z 
I 3ft; 7 3ft;r:j z c - 5: 1 3{J;J. 3b2 -:;)./.; ~. m r ..." .... ::J 
3q3 3q¥ '" /0 
/0 -:<q: v./ 3Q.2-
/1 '16! It/05 
1-.--- i/o;' 1~3 I,· 
\ II/t I,' i/ t-! 
I ,,' 
- ...... ~ I L/ / {I I-fJ9 
4/~- 'lIfe 
, tiJ.O £/1'1 
S~ f .1 f, ~ 15 76 






a I I I I· J I • I I I I I I • • I I I I • I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I ;. I I I I I I I .. a I . . I ... 
C0E" ~ ICENTS I (·vAR 111 I[)VAP 12) 'iCv 






I ~ j 





I, 1 i-. rl c:... . 1 tV ...... · '. , 
I. .. , J ~;TiII~~~~==Jl::::::_.'" ~.~,~~~':.,~' ,.~~ ... ~~,~_~=-=.=~~~ :~""'~~'~:'~"="."'""~~~~==:--~"'''~''''=:~::::: :::::: ::::':::::::[::::::1: :~:::::~: ,,' ~ 
. ...-.. 
[:
' - ~~ .... f' ~-~~~--~.--- ,,- .- . 
I 




























-.!/ ~q I '-ii-' 
'7 , 3 19 
i .. 1 .1 i I I 
a OR {3 
SCHf::JULES 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
fl.'f b-r. cJ. o 13 0 /!lQ( 6/1 M arA &e 
~O fI 0 0 0 3 5.93 0 -2-D 
-r- H -It; :-~ 1--1-.......- i=;;';'= 
J II -.20 
fJ 3 0 
II '""-..-"'- -/6 
K -2.{) V 
H -/D -40 
J<. 
"-
I -~o ! 
Ii (] I () I 
1-/ -r-- I 
• 
-It) 
J ~ -1.1J 
A 5 0 , 
H -It; 
J \j/ -26 
fJ -5 0 
H -r- -/0 
J / -.<0 
." I fli ~/O ~I 0 ,,/ .,/ ,~ ,I . 
25 31 37 43 49 
I I I t I I • I • I I 






DATE: 3/1 S 17'1 
NO. 6Y,in.+I.\\\ sc-Ie 
OF 
GRID RUNS '0 :LOO HOO I 
13 1J./30 '131 I 
i-r-- 122 !JfJ.P . ( 





45i-/ til -i 
453 
II 
\V C z 
I S (pOs t6h- z C ;: 
- ~ 0()3 It, tJ4 m 1'1 ;<! 
,II' 
I •• 
f.Y t'l J It,' (J' J.,.... 
tn 
/2.- /p If !. .. "j (/.' .. 
- (PlirL ~/1 
,I ~/4 (f;/5 
1/ ~'51 ~'32, , 
,-- ~2.9 t,30 
.... " 
(p2!/ t,2<i 
10 (Pt/fJ (, <i I 
55 f 1 c," 7576 
i 1 • I I l 1 • . I . 
IOVAR II) IOVAP (2) ·~Cv 





































v 312 'V 
7 13 19 
~)-' 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
.. , 
. -
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLA TION SUMMARY 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
AY 6."l.. 01,0 /3 0 boo{ l::.l3 M at) &e 
ltD N -If) 0 --If) 3 5.93 0 -/fD 
1- A 0 3 0 !-r- I-r- +IS' r+/~ -15R 
H -r -,,-- -/D -,--




1-1 -r-- -10 
J ,,1 -~() 
fl S- O 
Ii -r-- -Ib 
J ,,/ -.2{j ... J I 




J \[; -:'0 1 
M -It; b I 
tJ 
-/0 \Y -/0 I w 
~ 0 3 [J ! 0 /S 
H -/0 ! 1-.....-I 
K It .... ,20 ~- ! Ii'. 'i '-,' " 
:5 31 37 43 49 
DATE: 3// S /7'-1 
NO. ~'t)in,fr.(l\ sc-/e 
OF 
GR.!D RUNS 0 200 1-/00 




IS I} '/1/ !f1"; ,I'. 
~...- 415 L/1~ -I 
Lf 11 rn 12D U1 .... 1 -I 
~ql ::c j/; tl9 J c 
-<J z 
!-.-- 1('!'~ 1[1 z J ;; c ;:: 
\v ~. ti~· I'rl.' :r ... ~ " t_ ~. - . :c 
I I 5031 5oJ-t .-, 




-' , .J 
/0 5' 19 52.0 






5= Eel t.'" 7'= Ie 










t"-·~i~·-'~·~=Iri $'W . !JYl~ ,,,~~.r."~'~".""~'.~~O>".~~'.=.~'=~~.~ .. ,,~ .. ,, 

















~.<. . -- ~.--~--. 
,"-' 
. -.~-.-- ........ 
w 
w 
o , o .~ 
TABLE I!. (Conti nued) 
TEST :AEDC. Vfi'I2..1.JIfiI rrA) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3// S 171 
DATA SET SCHOo 
PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. c'l~irr. f(.( 1\ SC.'e. 
CONFIGURATION 
OF 
IDENTIFIER b::/ t."lc:J. o 130 L:!.ol.. t::.13 M at}. &e. Po GRID RUNS 0 :2.00 I{O.O 
iri,\.513 0, -rET, - ··'0 ADo 0 3 ~q:5 0 15' - /3 51it; 517 ' 
1-""'--").:5/Lf - H -r- -r- -ID T. -,-,- -r- i-r- 514 51£' 
3/0 J' -~O If 01? 5'73 
J/1 If 5 0 12- 5'~ 3 5"t'i 
31S' H -,- -/(J -r-- 5't I 5~i 
r-~_3~~~01-__ ~~ __ ~ __ ;-H-J~~/;-~-~2_0+-r+~+-~~~~-+ __ ~~\i/~ __ ~i~~~l~I'~ __ +~~~~D~ __ ~~ 
3:<./ A -5' 0 II 5~D 55/ ~ 
3:<1- H I '-or- -Ib '-r- SJfJ 511 ~ 
3.2.4 J; 'IJ' -20 \ 553 5J/1 ~ 
325 M -/D () /0 53q 540 g 
32~ N IT -/6 'v ~ 10 53f b31 . CO 
327 N 10 -/0 0 0 :( 3 65b ('Lf9 ft#f 
'321. i i< -r- -2.0 0 -r- IPSq (pst fp51 I 
3~q N -/0 =' 0t,~ ~(;7 (P&-g I 
330! K ~v -20 3 ,1/.1 , 0(., 0 ~t / iP()£ 
33/ N 3 -10 0 q t-f .2 7 (p~{) (p 7J ft/l£ 













~ 13 19 2!:: 31 37 
43 49 55 El €" 
7:7& 
I I I ! ") I I I ! ! I I ' , ! , I ! ! , ! , I ! I , I , 1 I , , I , I I I I ! ! I ! 
I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I J I I , 'I I •• 1 ..... 
COE~FICENT5 ICiVARrl1 
,rJVARI2) "leV 




... "~. -~.-.-.~ _Ii! "_~'''''''It¥II''II •• tiil\_",un'''I''li'illl.''I.~M_rr~ J 
• ~-~.~~-~~. # ~."'~'-' "'"". " ._," ... =.,-~,. . 




























.... 35, .. .v 
~ 13 19 
TABLE II, (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
~ &e c.'j 6.7.. o{o /3 c b.O< /;./3 M O~ Po 
(pO K /0 3 -.20 3 5R3 0 0 Cj#f 
r- T 0 0 0 0 1.q'i '-r-- tf-ZO 
J-4 -- I-r- /0 I-r-- 1-;-- -r--
.J -2.0 'I 
T 0 E 
H -/0 -r--' 
J -.21) \/ 
T 0 0 3tJtJ 
~ \V ..;/0 -,.- 30D 
r 3 0 '/-:J.c 
I-i '--r-- -16 I--r-
J -20 \V 
T 0 3 
H I_/{) IT 
J "\ -26 ~ 
T 5 0 0 
U t-r- -/6 -.....-
V J ,} ,l! -20 
" 
,v \It , if I if 
25 31 r 43 49 
DATE: 3//5/71 
~'O. b.1) /n. -+ (,,( II .s C. Ie. 
OF GRtD FUNS 0 200 1/00 
~1 laq{) IPql 'I!t/l~ 
I~ '/2.0 7/9 
12$ 1/7 72./; 
137 '7g, 731-
7'11 745' 
1l// <'14" ! ~ 713 
140 1~7 73q 
371 f1() 
,l! Z19 11; 311 
/1 150 711 
75% 'lS1 75l~ 
1(01/ 1~5 7~4 
171'/1/ 17S 
711 112 173 
\' ~/J'f(' 1~q ,!~q 
:2.5 JJIJ g~1 
d/~ 5'/1 r,', ,.! l I .... ? 
\v IJ~II 325 5Jli 
5~ (;1 €' 
I I 1.1 I I .1--, .J. • .1 1.l --' .1 1 l I I .1 .L I '_I I II I I I • 1 I • 
COEOFICEN T 5 luvARllI IDVAR 12) 






i t"""".·" 0:=-'-' .... -.~,~,~ .. "".,.-.. .,-,"" .". , ...... "-.' ., ~~.;. :,: 
":11':,"" 















-'-"----- - .. ~ 







~ i ~ I 




r.- ~ ___ ~_~ ___ ~~ __ ,_n_n_n __ ---
• ~: ·'ir~~~tt.'4~";iHS;r~·04···'; 
o 
TABLE II. (Continued) 






























/:;,:1 l-r... C:O<o 

















'v J ,~ 
':5 
PARAMETERS/VALUES 
13 0 t::.C( b.13 M at:/! &"e. Po 




10 I--r- , 
-2D "ill 31lJ 
6 !3 3CJCJ 
-It 1-.-- 360 
-;«() 3~D 
-.20 \i, 3DO 
0 0 












-.).() \I 'V ,1/ "J ~I 
31 37 43 49 
o 
Df.. TE : 3/ls171 
NO. 6)(, in. -t1A 1\ sc. (e. 
OF 
GjU"D PUNS 0 .200 I{OO 
~6' 334 '135 
I-r-
'131 ?3Z Z33 
if J30 g~ 229 
IE S'/I 24D 
~tft1 241 747 
tS% f56 i55' -i 
2116 
rn 
8~1) 1ft -1 
8/,;Z 91;3 'it; J.l lJ c z 
251 z c ~ 
gG; g~O m \ r'1 l! 
g qt6 q.2..~ 1ft 
8 q3j qg2 qgl 
Iq qi// q1lJ 
qJ/q qlfR 9J/1· 
Cf5g q5~ qt '[; ..... ~ 
q~5' qblo 
Cj/gt. Q(P3 q/pt..j 
",' qb/ 95'9 q/t;o 
S5 £:1 f, ~ 7!: 76 
..1 i 1·1 I I I I I • 1 I I. I I I I I I I • I • I L .. 
COEF f' ICE"ITS IOVAR'1I IDvAR 12) 'I c', 
1 lJ 0" fJ 

























I 1 ~,~ --, 
~ 1 '$
._111 rDUmISIfMlrnr ••• IN •••• '" I~r'~'"i' Jill ,. ;j':_~:~:.::=::~":""~,~."",,,, =~:~:: ..... ""'"""'.''''''-.' "'~"""''''-·-'''''~~'''II'if''''IoiIiIliii<·iH.liIiif.iF'''iI ttttn.'1ii __ ~ 
c ' .. ~.--.--.-~::.= ,. -n. ___ ~""""-'~' .. ~-
1 --- - -. ........... -- .. -. -.- - . 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
.. 

































c.,/ l-? _ 0( c 






\ 'J J \/ 











\.1 H ,/ 
.::: 
PARAMETERS/VALUES 
<"" &e 13.0 LO( 6.13 M Of? Pc>.-
O 0 0 7.~ 0 0 30() 
!-r--























3 -If) 'if \ I "V '¥ (I 
31 37 43 49 
DATE :. 3//S171 
"'0. ~y.,-...;n,fCAI\ SC./e. DF 
C':.RTD RUNS 0 :;.00 1-(00 
cJ.1 11/ Q10 
Q'l9 q1t q'I"/ 
qft '1S'0 9g5 
qq5 1114 
Iqq.z qq3 9?Jf 
~I 9ql C1f9 q?O 
:L i q 4- q3 
I-r- 9IJ 3q &,g 
~/ 3t! ;3 fi-
:2.0 3?J1/- 31q 312 
3 /51 /52 
/5'5 /5't/ /SB 
'V /31 /j5" /31-
S- ~.3'! ;< :;~ i-.-- ~83 ~32., /!3/ 
"l! ~()..7 ~.!25 22/1 
1 /q7 !Clio 
'I /qE /11, jq/ 



























I i I I I ·1 I I I I I I I I a I • I • a a a I I I I I I I I I I I , I I , I I I • I I I I I I I I a a I I ~I r I I I I I I I Ia a I •• 1. l..&. 
COEFFICENT5 IDVAR 111 'DvAI'I(2) 'j C\I 
a OR f3 
SCHEDULES 1\ 
tf. 
-""-U· l t . I . ~, 
I - i 
~;:~~: _.~_: 'U_=Ulfll'lfUU !lUdl.:If.q.li.rtf;nUl-lar-'liiil/-j_~FJ-'ij'iif:M"~U),·lIi 'iii#!'i!.~'.~·;':>"1,.;~t.~~~·"~""'~~f\01.~~~··,,·: ;';"'~~Z;'t-<, '''''","oI!'lH.;'h'''!'i;",;'~",,';":j:~-lii4··~l*~ '~',--:,,·-·<oh',.' 2 .. ",,~c' :,.,~. ,~".-.".~ ••. ",.,.-~ ~ 
L,:- -,' ',* 'w'Rtdipr' t .. t~<;f--w; ~i. __ ... ~~. _~"_-"~"'~_i""' _____ "-""""""'",,~"_ ... 






























{ J..j33 ,v 
7 '3 19 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SC,HD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 
c.'i !:>-1- 0(0 13 0 80{ A 13' M 6e> &e 
Q6D J 5 3 -~~ 3 5.r~ 0 0 
fJ -5 0 D -r- 1-~ 1-"- :-r-
H !-.- -- -/0 
J ,/ -.).6 
f-) I j 0 
I-i ---,-- -/0 
J ~ -,~-~ 
!fi1 
-/0 (J 
lv -r-- -/~ \lr 
, M D D 
N 1-..- -If) "II 
N ID -/6 
/<. - -:/l) \/ 
N '!:( -If) --' 
\I t< ,It 3 -2.t '/ 'IV ~/ 'l--




















GATE: 3/15" /7~ 
NO. C~)ifl'+(,(I\ sC.'e. 
OF 
PUNS 0 :LOO I.{OO 
/J1 If5 /94 
tJ..17 27~ 
~73 d. '12- c2.1/ 
iJ !' , I,: 
'=' 
:<'~7 2.(P5 2.i.Pf 
315 3JJ-f 
311 3 It> 3(jq -i rn 
':2.0::' 30, 30Z III -' ~ -i 
312 3'1-1 II C Z 
33S 337 ,., :.>~ z ~~ - c ~ 





36t'tY 3&5 3~tf '" 
I (//f) IC~q 1 iI;1/ 
(p~j tA/f 6'.3 
10j 71J() 4q1 ." • 1 --
~qr; ~9tf IoQ3 
~ 1 (."7 7= ":lE. 
I I I I 1·1 I I I I I" I I a I I I I I I I I I I I a I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I I .. I J J.. • i l~ I 1 CJ 0'" f3 
SCHE::>LJLES 
\ 
~I'~; .• "uillllll"IHIIIlIPUiiOllPlIli'WtrKiiri,6,i, ii""""'",~,.-;j<;:j' 
. ~~ 













.... -.- v - ...... -~----- ".-~ 
.'11) "",,,,,,,,'·~t<P<. ~--j~J#..rtl-,p:~, ';, ·~i;';:"~~~":~~f;U:~"·:~'M',·) .. ,;.W~;"·:'·'(;:;·JI_,","""·-'.~\'f~!',..!.c:. Y/"'~~~>iJO,,~~'j~~~~H:ff~~~;C qt!'lI'~1~~_-'1!~l!tilf< '-."': ~~~~Ml!!!ttJ .~.!'1f!I.1! .~_., .. !VJ!I.4Jng'.IM .JlLO. &a¢~,,"-
L I . 
,! 
I 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
TEST :AEDC- VALf1.2 (II111A) I DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3/1 S /7'1 
OATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. ['Y,I".1=",11 SC./e-,-J 
IDENTIFIER 
CON FIGURATION $e Ipo OF c:.Y ~r.. 0<.0 13 0 LYX.. 6.,tg M ao. GRID PUNS l2.oooli<1 . 
mS-O I 0 1 0 l~ 0 0 0 0 5."3 0 oI- I JoJ L I~r- 501- I--r- I-r- 0 0 -3 - r-- I{PO ':;(> :3 --' 






soc. -5 0 5' 0 
500 -:) 3 5' -3 
5'07 -10 3 iD -3 
- ...... -.---50g I 0 0 
509 ,1/ -,..- 1-,--\'J 
51 () 
-5 5 
~-II 5 --5 
5/Z ! 0 I D -,jj ; 
513 -r- -3 ':? 
'-' 
51Y, \ 0 \ I 0 
5 IS' 5' --r- -S' -r--
[; I ~ -s 5" 
511 I -/D \ /0 ,/ , 
, v51S V "-~ 'IV 0 3 D -3 ,1/ 
. 7 13 19 ':5 31 37 
I I .1 I 1 I I j i..1 j 
COE< F ICENTS 













'v /1 , . 
-'/fJ q4 /3 
'-r- -r- /z 
/I 
\/ \/ 10 
" ~ - II/ 
43 49 55 'Eo1 



















• J J.. 































*L0C.. a.ru:Lli~ o....f-e 11.01' h~ed.JI.;ft.jfal ftJr-+h,'s isa'~+etl o~bi"'e.t- da.fQ.. ttnd. a. rlll7lfj Vet/LC.e cf l.ero UJa..5 '1  
used. ;/'\, -I-hese do...*a..se+ s . · ; 
4~, . ~t ~J' 
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, 
~ (.oJ 1.0 
.. 
o o 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
TEST :AEDC. Vfl42.2 (I!117A) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3//S/7~ 
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. ~x, in, f v \\ scale. 
IDENTI FIER 
CON FIGURATION 
flY I [:'7... CF o(Q !3 o f::p{ 613 M <" &e Po GRTD PUNS 2..000!i< , 00, 
RTR519 0 1 o hoin 0 0 0 0 S:Q3 "J~ %,~ /3 £/-21 
S2D ,-r- i -.- 5 ;---.- -5' 1-..- '=..- '-i-..-- IZ 'f1Jf 
52/ -(' 5' /1 501 J 
52Z, -/0 \/ ID ,,/ ...v ," ~', 10 'i2~ 
5:~ .: 0 3 0 -3 0 /5 q~ 14 5<;'1 
S.2 ll 0 0 D 0 -..- I-r-- -,-- 13 6$0 -I 
1--.-
-j-' - r-- fT1 525 :;- /f S~1 Vl -I 
-~ ~ 551 
1) 
):?~ 1/ c z 
52..'1 -ID 10 '-J/ /0 5lfl z c ~ 
r" r 10 --J! -ID ....... iJ 0 2..3 (012. I:ll ...1,1., ~ , r"> :0 
5~q 10 3 -JD -3 ') /1 1tJZ L' ....1/ \IJ 0<-
530 () 0 () 0 1.'1~ 1z() IV: 1~~ 
53/ 0 3 0 -3 :~ 300 /1 11(" 
5"3t2. 5 T -S .:-.-- ,/2(j 2.6~ 836 
s..:; 2. -~ t S ~I ...... ' 
'" 
30() Ig 3~7 
-'--
...I 
f 531. 0 0 0 D J5" ~ t2i JCjo 
! i -,5' -r-- 5 
-r--
--r T cgqtf ! 53~ , :LO 
'4' 5S~ .J; ,I- ~ 6 '-I 0 ~ D -.261 ",' c:<J QDIo 
I, ., 13 19 _5 31 =~ 43 49 5S to 1 f. ~ i5 "'c 
I I I I I 1·1 1 I I I I I I I I 1 ,I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I •••• l-..a. 
COE" ~ ICE .... TS IDvAR '" IDVAR IZ) ·lev 
I a 00; fJ 
SCHE:::ULES 
*A)( a.rt.d..A-a tl,.t-e fl(J'f rne4Jl.illt{u.I+t>r -l-JIIS ;SO/Q.+eJ... ot-bifer-da.ta. a.nd.. a. du.lYlnf~ Vr</u.e of l:.Cro wa..5 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 
TEST :AEDC. YfiLf2.:2 (IfU'1A) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 3/1 S /7;f 
DATA SET SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. 6~)if1.f",.I\ sC.Ie. 
CON FIGURATION 
ao. 5elPo OF ~ J IDENTIFIER A'! /)~ 0(0 13 0 CP< c.8 Nt GRID RUNS ~OOO 
RT"R.S31 0, 0 rcJ -5 C> 5 0 7.'f~ 0 -201300 .J..() 902. 
'~538 1-.- D 1-,- 0 1-....- ! -'fo -r-- ~I t:f 17 
53q -j -l! 5 "I -46 ;2...{) q21 
5tfO -/0 3 10 -3 0 g q3;1 , 
I 
..- ~ 0 - r- 19 Q(P1 : 54/ I -~ 0 ! i 
~ 5if2 \ il ~ -1 5 0 _c..~ -' 0 , 













7 , 3 19 25 31 3'" 43 49 5~ E:l l' 7=- -:: 
I I •. 1 • I I 1 I 1 I I I I • I I ' • I 1 I I I . . . I 
e0EF ~ 'CEN T 5 IGvAR III I [)VAr. 12) N:;)V 






~Ax.. o..'rLtLA~ Cl-~e }'to1' hH?4JI.;lt.j+al-Fo r -f-hls isola. fEd. o"...bifc.r da..ta. a.nd.. a. -'''CIYln1J Vo../ue of' l.[rC! 
used.. in, -l-hese.. d.a....*o..se+ s • ' 
uJO-5 
.~ w l . 
""-, 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 
,DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHD. CONTROL DEFLECTION NO, f7..T 
OF 
(I I~ M ~K/D RUNS -2.5 -:2.0 -16 - If) 
Q t,13 If) 4'11 L/43 4-44' tj'l5 
0 
-,- -,-- 455 45'~ 45'1 tf58 
52Jo 52..'/ 5.2..g 52'1 
\V 5'2fj 529 59D S-q, 
Q. 
"II ~ 103 1(jJ./ 1()s' 'lot; 
0 1ry 30 '7/0 11/ 112- 1/~ 
- r-G... /S' ~gO 3SJ s[-z g~:J') ... ~ '-f 
.-
-,-- 101 CJtJ9 1/0 10g 
" 
,it 5,Q3 ",'/ '-lift 
• 
, 
25 31 - 37 43 49 55 
. I I I I • I I I • I I I' I I • 
Q(.f.JET ) == OJ 3 1 (, 
COEFFICENTS 







-S- O S 
'/-L/-0 4'11 /ft/g 
'/51 L/~() L/&/ 
530 531 5'3:2, 
51L rq':? ..., ~ 5tf;f 
'/01 10~' l/{)q 
'IF...! '/1 :.-~, 7/~ -l 
fT1 
-g85" ggij pf/t til -I 












61 67 7576 
lfiLI~H fl ,Po' r.1i• I I .oc 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 
" 
DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES 
AY ~1:. .:0(0 13 0 Ac;( 1:::.8 M ~t\ 5e 
-~6 A 0 0 0 -3 5',Q3 0 0 
f-,- C 1-;- I-r- -I (} I-r-





25 31 3:' 43 49 
. .L I I I J J I J J J J 





Uk iE : 3//sI7~ 
NO. .1.X,ifl.+c..Il\ sC·/e 
CF 
GRID PUNS 0 2..00 1-/00 
i C[5' 9(;' 
I C(1 q! 














; ..... 1 
5~ E:1 &~ 7= 7f. 
I I • I . L .. 



























TABLE II. (Concluded) 











I I .J . 




~ Ax 01. 0 13 0 t:,.o( blj M at). &e 
D\+ET1 F 0 0 0 0 3 5.Q3 0 0 
I-I"" I-t- '-,-- 0 I- t-- 1-.- r--.-
, 
--.v ,,~ '\11 
'\1/ ,I; -3 'v ,~ -'y' 
' ' , , 
13 19 25 31 37 43 49 
J 1 J I II , J J I J I I , , 
COE> F~ENT5 F(~"I) =-:l..OO l-15D2-/{)Ol-SO)0) '()2/00~ 




DATE: 3/15" /71 
NO. . AZ 
OF 
GttrD RUNS .20 J..OO 1-/00 
2- lOt/- 103 102 
-.-- }05 /0(, j() 7 

















55 1:1 (~ 75 "5 
I , I J , I I , , . I . 
JDVAR III lovAR 12/ "iCV 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA o '. MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT:!.6 
GENERAL'DESCRIPrION: Forward orbiter/.fT Attach Structure (2 member 
structure) . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOO117 
DRA WING NO.: VL78-000062B, SK-H-4011 
I , DIMENSIONS: MEMBER FULL SCALI..: r.toDEL BClU: , ---'~-
#1 Xo 394.38 3·944 I Yo 0.0 0.0 
1 
11 
Zo LWR ML LWR ML 
.1 
J 
x.r 1131.0 11·310 
1 j: , 46.8 0.468 ' . YT ~ 
Zr 561.298 5.613 
~ 
,. ~ , ~ 
f 
Xo 394.38 3·944 I I r. 
r Yo 0.0 0.0 i 
Zo LWR ML LWR ML I 
~ 
x.r 1131.0 11·310 I 
YT .. 46.8 - 0.468 
Zor 561.298 5.613 
,1/ 
.' ;t 
Diameter of Members: 5·70 0.057 
44 ([) I 
, 










f (It TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT17 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Lett rear orbiter/ET attach structure (2 member 
structure) 
1 : 
MOPEL SCALE: 0.010 


































FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
1317·00 13·170 
- 96·5 - 0·965 
267·5 2.675 
2058.00 20·5&J 
- 125.827 - 1.258 
515·00 5·150 
1317·00 13·170 







TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT18 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right rear orb1ter/ET attach structure (3 member 
structure) 
l 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOOl17 l 





#1 Xo 1317·00 13·l'70 I Yo 96.5 0·965 Zo 267.5 2.675 
X 1872.0 18·720 1 T YT 125·827 1.258 1 
ZT 515·5 5·155 
I 
"' j 
#2 X 1317·0 13·170 0 
Yo 96.5 0·965 
Zo 267.5 2.675 
x.r 2058.0 20·580 
YT 125·827 1.258 
ZT 515·5 5·155 
#3 Xc, 1317·0 13·170 
Yo 54.1~0 0.544 
Zo 19·30 0.193 
XT 2058.0 20·580 
YT 2·5 0.025 
ZT 567·6 5·676 
Diameter of' Membe ra, In. : #1 15·5 0.155 
#2 11.5 0·1l5 
#3 4·5 0.045 
46 o 
r 
o TABLE III. - MODEL DDlENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: AT'PfICH RrrRUC'l'URE - AT20 









































I' i") i I; 
! 
j 
LJ!l.l I " 
- , : .. ~.;;'--'::'->'-'-'''' 
'LA,iL,'; L L I. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA.- Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: _OO_D_ii_-_~~9 __________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: ~elage, Con:f'1gur!tton 3, per Rockwell Lines 
Drawing VL70-000139B 
NOTE: .Identical to B17 except forebody 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRA'WING NUMBt.""'R: VL70-000139B 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length - In. 
Max. Width - In. 

















. ~:JT ~,n, ,-. - .• .. , ..I . 
o 
o 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DA~- Continued. 
II>DEL CO~NENT: _CAN_0_PI_-_C7.L.-________________ _ 
GEIERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3 per Rockwell Lines VL70~139 
Jl)DEL SCALE: 0.010 
iltAWIHG HtJM:8ER: VL70-OOOl39 
DIMERSIONS: 
'Length (Xo = 11133 to Xo = 670) in. FS 
Max. -Wid·tb 













'.LAdLE 111. ~ +'CD~j~ .DJ:!!ENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COt-1PONEtlT: ELEVON - E:23 
,--------~-----------------------------------------
GENERAL PESCRIFTIOU: Configuration 3 per \-1,07 Rockvell Lines Dra.nng 
VL70-000l39B data for (I) 'of (2) :>ides 
MODEL SCALE: O.OlO 
1 
DRAWING NUl.mER: VL70-000l39B 
1 
i 
DIMEnSIONS: FULL SCALE 1-10DEL SCILE i 
ft2 . Al'ea - 205·52 o ,02,'j";l ,t 1 " 
. Span (equivalent) 353.34 ~ 
1 
- in. 3· 233- • II 
~ 
:; 
Inb'd equivalent chord 114.78 1.11~8 lji -j 'i 
1 Outb'd equivalent chord 55·OQ 
--2.:.559 , j 
, RatiO movable surface chord/total 
1 
1 surface chord 1 
At inb'd equiv. chord 0.208 0.208 
" 0.400 0.400 At outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep-back angles,degrees 
Leading edge 0.00 0.00 
Trailing Edge - 10.24 - 10.24 
Bingeline 0.00 0.00 
Area MOment (Normal to Hingeline) ft3 








TABLE III. - MODEL DI~mNSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL C<»U'ONENT: ..... m_D_~_·F_LA_P_-_F.::..5 _______________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body flap for fuselage B19 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL10-000139 
. DIMENSIONS: 
LeDgth - In. 
Max. Width - In. 
Max. Depth - Itt. 
. . 































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL3 
JENER.AI, DESCRIPrION: LOX Feedline between ET and orbiter. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOOl17 





























, . , 
TABLE III. - MODEL DlMENSlOHAL DA~ - CQntinued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLlNE - FL4 
GEKERALDESCRIPrION: ~ feedline between ET and orbiter .. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING NO.: SS-Aool17 





















. ; , 
~I :1 ·1 . '1 
" 
.... 
TABLE IIt • ...,:. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - con'duued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS Pod - M4 
----------~------------------------------------------ • GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3 per Rockwell Lines VL70-000l39 
NOTE: M4 identical to M3 except' intersection to fuselage. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NU~{BER: VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SC. \~ iIf.'JDEL SCALE 
Length - In. 346.0 j.~5c 
Max. Width - In. 108.0 1.080 










MODEL COHPONENT: _N_OZ--.;;.Z_LE_'S_----.;N8::..-. _______ . ___ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Basic OHS Nozzle of Co
nfigura.tion 2A per Rockwell lines 
VL70-OO8306 and VL70-000089"B". Intersection of nozzle exit plane and 
-nozzle centerline at Xo = 1570.'7"5, Yo = ±99.25, Zo = 507.25 
MODEL SCALE =. 0.010 
DRAWING NO. VL70-008306, VL70-000089"B", SS-AOOO92 
DIMENSIONS 
Y.ach lb. 
Lclloath ..... in. 
Gimbal Point tQ EXit Plene 







Area. -1't ./Nozzle 
Exit 
Throo.t 


























TABLE nI. - .MODEL'. DIMENSiONAL DATA - Continued: 
}10DEL CO:·!?O~J!:NT:' ~rQ JlOZZ:£~ - . N ~-4-._ 
...mQEL SCALE = Q .QlP 




Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 





Area,." ft 2• /Nozzle 
Exit 
Throat 





. 'Loller Nozzles 
. . X 
Y 
Z 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - Pl'9 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: LOX Ven~ line f'airing on tank, T20, nose. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOOl11 
DRAWING NO.: VL18-000062 
t \\ , i DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE ! : 
I 
Leading edge at: XT 350·9 3·509 
YT 0.00 0.0 
Trailing edge at: ~ 959·1 9·591 




" .... ; .. : 
". ~ " . 
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TABLE III. <- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONEN'r: ET PROTUBE.qj.\NCE - PrlO 
GENERAL DESCRIPrION: LOX Feedline fairing on tank, T20 , ta.nk secured 
to tanlt. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-00oo62 
DIMENSIONS: 
Leading edge at: 




















r ,-~ 'l-' 
.. ' : n 
, --
(]) TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: .ET PROTUBERANCE - PTll 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LR2 feedline fairing on T20 tank secured to tank. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRA\olING NO.: VL78-00003lP. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
----
Leading edge at: AT 985·70 9·857 
y,[, 70.00 0·700 
Trailing edge at: XT 2071·50 20·715 
YT 70.00 0·700 




TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATil - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ~--r _ PROTUBERANCE - Pr12 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Lightning rod attached to ET nO:3~. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRA\VING NO.: VL78-oooo68A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL 8el- L~ 
Length 30.90 

















~ --_~ ____ .~_. _____ • _____ ~~.~ ... ,., H~ 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DI~$NSIO~AL DATA - Continued • ~ .. ". 
MODEL COMPONENT: "RfJDDER -. R5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A, 3 'and 3A Configurat!on per Rockwell Lines 
VL70-000095 
..:-
lofodel Scale = 0.010 
" 0 
DRAWl NG Nur~BER: VL70-000095 
o '" 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area - FT2 106.,J8 a OlQe 
S'pan (equival ent) - In. 201.0 2.QlQ 
Iinb'd equivalent chord 91.585 ~916 
-
Outbid equivalent chord ~0.8ll O.~8 
Ratio movable surface,chordi ' 0 , .. 
total surface chord , 
At lnb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
I 
, At Outb Id equiy. chord 0.400 0.400 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge . 34.83 ,4.83 
Tail ing Edge 26.2~ 26 1 22 
o Hingel ine 34.83 34.8l 
. 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)- FT3 ~26.1J Q.QQO~26 












• -~~," '--.~_~-"~~-,-"""'_..a~.""~"",,-,,,,,,,--~ ~,.w:.~''''k..!l:t.!.. .j ... ~=-- ___ rpjft·b::dL>.......,-" ""'.::LL:.....o--:...::.<:-._._. _____ ,~ 




























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: EXTERNAL TANK - Tc?Q 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External oxygen-hydrogen tank. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: yL12-000l31. VL78-oooo62 
DIMENSIONS " FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. (Nose @ }{,z= 328 • 92 ) 1846 W5 18,469 
Max Width, In. (@ XT = 975.675) :3:3:3.Z 313~ 
Major 
Maoc Depth, In. 330.2 3·302 
Fineness Ratio 5·65713 5.65713 
Area _ Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 6o~·~34 0.0606 
(@ Xr = 975.675) 
~~Major cross section 594.679 0.0595 
W.P. of Tank Centerlin~, Z, In. 
Wetter:k 400.000 0.0400 
Base (On 330.2 Pia.) 2~4.61~ 0.0:22:2 
62 o 
g 
_" __ "~ ._"" .~. ~~~.C ••••• ..-..._."'"u~."_~c.~. __ .w.~.~~~_" -.~--•. ~ 
r 
TAnLE 1I.L. - ~IODc::-, Di:'fl·;};S::il,iA!.. DATA - Continued. 
~UDEL Co.\iPONENT :---1ERT rCAI.. -+ ________________ . __ _ 
,d. GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cej1t0. 1'1in>=> vert:icaLt~jJ, dmlbJe-yed~c e;rfQil ,..j+b 
toupdt'c1 lec;~~~, .......... '_ ___________________ ........ ---
tf0n:E~L. SCALE; 0.010 
DRAWI!£(1 NUMBER: VL7Q-OOQ139 
DIMENS I 0;15 : FUlL-SCALE mOEL SCJ'>.LE 
. 
TOTJ\L DATA 
Area (Theo) FtZ h2~.Q2 Q·Q~'5 Planform 
~pan (Theo) In 3J ~,Z2 3.1.51 
Aspect Ratio J 6+~ '1,. Q:r~ Rate of Ta,per 3.fgZ Q·5Q7 Taper Ratio Q .• 404 
Sweep Back Angles. degrees 
Leading Edge ~ 4~.000 .... 
Trai 1 ing Edge 26.24q 26.24q 
0.Z5 Element Line 
O1ords: 
4LJ..':2.Q 4.L1~O 
Root (Theo) WP 2Q81SQ 2. 682 
Ti p (Th!~o) WP 108 .41 1.982 
MAC ~99.Bl 1.~q8 
Fus. Stele of .25 tlJl.C l!ifi3.50 14'-~!2 w. P. of .25 MAC 635.522 b'~22 B. L. of .25 MAC Q.OQ 0.00 
Ai rfoil Secti on 
I 
Leading Hedge Angle Oeg lQ.O!lQ 10.000 
Trailing Wedge Angle Oeg 'J !l.Q2Q 14.220 
Leading Edge Radius ~,Q 0.020 
Void Area 13.3 :z; 0.131 









TABLi III. - HODEL DlHEN3IONAL DAJ:A -- Concluded. 
MODEL CO~~PONENT :' __ \~.;.;I;.;.;N-.G-_W ...... J 0"",7 ___ ' _________ ~ __________ _ 
GENERA:" DESCRIPTIO~: Configuration 3 per Rockl-.-ell Lines VL70-OC0l39B 
NarE: Same a.s ~IlC3, except cuff, airfoil a.nd incidenceEl~le. 
~-. ---------------------------------------------------------
1-!odel Sca 1: == 0.010 
TEST NO. 
DIMENSIONS: 
DWG. NO. VL70-CX)Ol '393 
TOTAL DATA Area~Theo.) Ft2 
, Planform 
Span {Theo In. 
Aspect Rat; 0 
R~te of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Ang1e, degrees (© TE of Elevon) 
Incidence Angle. degrees 
Aerodyna!Ui c TvJi st, degrees 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edse 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Tip,'(Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Stat of .25 ~AC 
,W.P. of .25 MAC -
B. L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA. 2 
Area (1heo) Ft 





Tip 1.00 b 
MAC Z 
Fus. Stat of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
. . B.l •. of .25· tY1AC . 
Airfoil Section (Rock\>/ell Hod NASA) 
XXXX-64 




Data for (1) of (2) Sides 
Lead i n9 Edge Cuff 2 
Planform Area Ft 
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 






2.26.2_ 2. 262 
1.' 77 1.117 
O.?OO o.Z0D.-
1.l)Q,Q '.t.1Q(',t 
Q. ~O('"!. Q. "Q;) 







682· ?~ 6.892 
....1r~ ]',316 
1.74. F.n 4,74R 
















IlS·~lJ Q 0"8 
'500 
-SOO 

















~' 0'1 01 





Positive directions of force coefficien~s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
axes have been displaced frorr the center 
of gravity 
C 








~ .~~xw ~CA~ Xy 












~~~O C 1,,/") 
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a. General 
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~-~--~-~.~-.~ ~- -',:'" "~":'";;'¥iDWtlfMJ*'~'~c'r <;i--;'~~-!'l~~~('~ ",p.~" ":"~"'."",~';,*''''''H'i''':'i>I:'''''''''''W~''"'lIjJl!~.iIIII'!II4,",.II,.I.'- l1li1.1.' !\IfII,III-.'.ilNlllIi\IIlIIIlW!MJfI1. l!t .. ~, It ""~. 
NOTES 
1. ~x.aY,and ~z • 0 in. when tank nose is in its 
mated position. 
2. a and f3 for tank are defined in similar manner 
to that indicated for Orbiter. 
3. 6a = aT - ao 






























Figure I. - Conclu~d. . I 
I 0 c ~:i 
_ Tv'i' '.~,." ... , '':e:'''' • 4J.'Id1-'.211~!"~1~.Il'~.~.'.''F,"· ... ·•• .. ,,, ...... ,~,,-,''''m ...... " •• _ ••• 01· .~.",,~,., "I'~!'-: It nrww..!' bT~~I~f~~~~~ ~ •. 










Xo = 238 Oft.nEft .. . 
~ - .,. x. = 39it-.]8 
~- --~1----r======r=~~~L--




LEE'IB (C &Dd b) 
ORBITER 13Ol'If T..F.:IUI'H 










. . ~ " "rT ~ 1360.1 \! i .... ~p--=--..::!;41::6:.:.:.4~_1_ ~c:E------,,-:j :\" .... 
3[-
. I h=400 
, 
lr 
~ ~. 2058 
32.n x..r = 2175.825 
Mil 1':>31. 18 x.r 1= -
328·92 a. Orbiter/Tank Mated Configuration 





2f 90 ~.;:.' • 1 
1290·3 D. 
1.290·3 D. 




















: '. J 
, .
I ~ 





Xo = 1089·59 
1290·3 
Xo = 238 
GENERAL DIMEN,;rONS 
KIN') PI.ANFG!U'I J.R?.;ft, Fi' -:t);A) • WING f-4.4';, Ill. 474.8 
!·.fRp • . " .... IN. 1 t)r.S' . :;0 
936.68 YC " 
n. O.J 
Zo· IN. 315·0 
WIRG SPAN, IJf. 936.68 





_ ..;r-~ J Z 40 
'\>'h Q 0 , y~ 1;"'7'01 FRL 
ALL SKETCH DIMElfSIOKS Ii" TNr.E?':. 
-I 
b. Orbiter Configuration 
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PT.9 L02 VENT 




PT10 L02 FEEDLINE FAIRING 
P'rll - LH.: VEi~T 
LINe 
-rEI :- - T 
"r' 328.92 . . . D 
. . 

















_ ... U ~. >":.="'~ __ ., • 0.. .. ,. • . _ • ..At:, _,0_·· ... ...., .. 
.... ", . _"" . 'IiIlIi 1 r ,~" ,n.n"! ,', iii"" r'. ." .... ... .. t 
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REFEREi'CE I NFCRM" T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATROOl) 
SYI'IQ.. OI.T-)( PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .399 QLT-V .000 ALPHA • 000 
0 200.460 BETA . 000 OLTALF • 000 
<> 400.550 OLTBT" .000 MACH 5.930 AILRCIN .000 ELEVDN .000 
GRID 1.000 
REFERtfl.'CE 1 NFDRMAT I ~ 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. Z1 
SCALE .0100 
• 1 .00 .01 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SQ .FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XI1RP I 360 • I 000 IN. XT 
YMRr' .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF' 2690.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN . 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT • 
LREF 1290. 30ao IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1350.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0ICO 
.01 I" 'T T'I! 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR004) 
SV/'SOI.. ll..T-)( PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .442 DLT-V .000 ALPHA .000 
0 200.430 BET" .000 OLT"LF -15.000 
0 400.470 OLTBT" .000 MACH 5.930 
flILR~ .000 ELEVeN .000 
GRID 1.000 
REFERENCE INFClRMflTlON 
SREF' 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCflLE .0100 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) (ATR0041 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
svteOL, OLT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 




















OLT-V .000 ALPHA 
BETA .000 OLTALF -15.000 
(LTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 



































LREF 1290.3000 .IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2590 .0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
xMRP 1358 . 1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1 NFCRMA T ION 
a...T-Y .000 ALPHA . 000 
SETA .000 DLTALF -20.000 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 tN. 
BREF 1290.3000 tN. 
a...TBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRCIN .000 ELEVON .000 
GRID 1.000 
XMRP 1360.1000 tN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
vMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
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SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3CJO IN. 
XMRP 1:360.';000 IN. XT 
YMRP .COOO IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.01 'I I 
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OLT-Y .000 ALPHA . 000 
BETA .000 DLTALF -20.000 
OLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 





























SREF 2690 . 0000 sa . FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
6REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMR? .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE 1 NFClRMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360 . 1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .OJOO IN. YT 
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FIGURE 23 EXTERNAL TANK AER~ CHARACTERISTICS (OELTA-Y=O. MACH=5.93.ELEV~N=O) ~J 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 26'30.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. )(T 
YMRP .OJOO IN. VT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. 2T 
SCALE .0100 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.n. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .oeoo I"J. YT 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
V"1RP .0000 IN. VT 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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I1T-Y .000 ALPHA . 000 
SETA 3.000 OLTALF -10.000 
I1T8TA ,000 MACH 5.930 
AILRCIN .000 ELEI/ON .000 
GRID 3.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO,.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 LN. 
BREF 1290.3000 tN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
': .002 .014 I" I" 
0 .012 
.. 
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SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF" I 290 . 3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP.OOOO IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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REFERENCE l:NF~RMATIClN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290 .3000 1N • 
XMRP 1360.1CXJO IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEOC VA422(IA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATAl CATR012) 
SYI'Ba.. O-..T-"X P~RAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFURMATIIJIl 
'0 • 689 O-..T-Y .000 ALPHA .000 SREF 2690.0000 
Sa.FT. 
BETA 3.000 QL';'ALF .000 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
DLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
BREI' 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. xT 
AILRIJIl .000 ELEV~ .000 YMRP .0000 
IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1380.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 269O.000CI SQ.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
SREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
vMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFEREt-CE 1t""~AT I t'lN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. vT 
































to : -.02 E 
-.04 J 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
Q'Lli-Z DL T-Z DL T-Z 
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REFEREI'£E II1F'ClRMA T I CIN 
SREF 2690.0COD w.n. 
LREF' 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. )(T 
'l'MRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREI" 2690 .0000 sa . FT • 
lREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 'U DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 1 -.08 
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, - .024r 
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REFERE~E INFORM~TION 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 !~. 
BREF 1290.3000: N • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. 'I'T 
























- .18 &,..tH"I""lfllIl""IIIIII"ldltlH - .026 ttjll"L.I.. .. I""I",,I,J 
o 1000 a 1000 a 1000 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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1290.3000 IN • 
1360.Jooo IN. XT 
.OGCO IN. YT 










o 1000 0 1000 0 leaD 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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REFEREI\CE I NFOR"1A Tl CN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP 1360. 1000 IN. XT 
YMRP.OOOO IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 


























-.014 ,.I .: 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422(IA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATROI7) 
t:X.T-X 
• 497 I:l..T-Y 






































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
13F<EF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .O!OO 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATROl9) 
[LT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.• 76 [LT-Y .000 ALPHA 5.000 
200.380 BETA 3.000 OLTALF -20.000 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
400.470 DLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT ,-
A1LRCIN .000 
GRID 5.000 
• 10 ~'I'I]+P 
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.0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATROl9) 
o..T-)( 







































































SREF 2690 .0000 S('} • FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR020) 
Il..T-X 
























































REFERENCE I f\FClRMA T I CJN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN . 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. xT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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, I ! :: 
; -.02 
1= i ii 
· 
1= 1 I 
· 
-.04 t: I 1 ---+---= 
'1111 lIit lU.l HU 
-.08, , 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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sREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 




BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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a 1000 0 1000 a 1 000 J 
DLT-Z DLT-Z OLT-Z i U~ j 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA TI ON 
SREF .?690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 





















.t ! I r-: l 1 -: 
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1=-1 -+-' 
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-.04 &.. I LJ .. 1 .. I 1 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
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};EOC VA422(lA17) ·()RB·ANO ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATRO.':1 J 
SYI'BL o..T-X PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0 • 64:1 [l..T-V .000 ALPHA 
5.000 
0 200.610 BETA 3.000 OLTALF 
-5.000 
REFERENCE r NrnRl'fA TH~IN 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
8Rf:r 1290 .3000 IN. 
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'l'MRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422(IA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) (ATR022) 
REF='ERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. Xl 
'l'MRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SYt1BOI... Il.T-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .590 OLT-Y .000 ALPHA -5.000 
0 200.450 BETA 3.000 OLTALF -10.000 
0 400.620 OLTeTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRON .000 ELEVON .000 
GRID 4.000 SCALE .0100 
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REFERENCE If.FOOMAT ION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa. F'T • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. vT 



































a 1000 a 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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DLT-V .000 ALPHA 5.000 
BETA 3.000 DLTALF -15.000 
DLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRON .000 ELEVON .000 
GRID 4.000 
REFERENCE 1 t.s:ORMA T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







































































o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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REFERENCE I NFORMAT ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.2000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. )(l 
YMRP ,0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMR" 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
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REFERENCE 1 NFCRMA T 1 ~ 
SREF 2690 ,0000 sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
6REF 1290.3000 tN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
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REFERENCE I NFCRHA T 1 eN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
8REF' 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
'rHRP .0000 IN. ),T 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I (YII 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BRE" 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1350.1000 IN. Xl 
¥MRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMI\ TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 so.n. 
LREF J290.3000 IN. 
8REF J290.3000 IN. 
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REFERENCE 1 NF~" T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 129(>.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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REFERE~E I t-FORMA TI DN 
SREF 2690.CXJOO SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
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XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP ,0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE I f\FClRMA Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REF'ERENCE I r-FCRMAT ION 
SREF' 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I1T-V .000 ALPHA -5.000 
SETA 3.000 OLTALF -5.000 
OLTBT" .000 M"CH 5.930 
AILR~ .000 ELEVON .000 
GRID 7.000 














































REFERENCE I NFORHA T I ON 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. xT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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... 1.1 • 
REFERENCE lW~T'ICN 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa.n . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN" XT 
YMRP .0000 IN~ VT 


























.... .... .... .... .... . .. 
-.014 
o 1000 6 1000 6 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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REFERENCE 1 NF'ClRMA T 1 ON 
SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF J 290.3000 IN. 
SREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 







































o 1000 ~ : ::: :",; .. , i, .. ;, .. ,: "":l~oJ",: ~ :::: :,..:",; .. ,: .. , ;"":l~oJ .. ,: U:]l 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z_ 
-= 
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;Fi 1 .06 
.05 )rr r: 




r- r-- --: 
J: Ti-t-I~ :- -
'r' J 1 lj t:;-










r- I t- f-' I: r 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T ! (}Ij 
SREF 2690 .0000 $0 • FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 13S0.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. '1T 
ZMRP .; 16.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.22 til 1 1 .1 1 I oJ 
.2°H-1~11 rn 
.18 i 
.ISt I I I I I 3 
.14t I I I I I I J 
.12 t= I I I I I I I J 
:~:III ~ f-A 
E 
• OS t I I I I i I 3 
.04 t= I I I I I I I j 
.02 r- I I I I I I I J 
O~ 
- .02 till- 1 I 1 :1 
- • 04 t I I I I I I I J 
r-: i . i 
i J ~ , 
,~ 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT, 
LREF 1290,3000 IN, 
BREF 1290,3000 IN, 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
Yt-'RP .0000 IN. YT 





































- .002 t I I I I I I I 3 
-.004t I I I I· I 1'1 3 
- .006 t I I I I I I I 3 
- .008 E I I I I I I I :3 




-.014 : : IIIII~ 
-.016t I I I I I I I 3 
-.Olst I I I I I I j 
- .020 t- I I I I I I I 3 
- .022 ~ i I I I I I I ~ 
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i 0 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
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.., 
~ DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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AEDCYA422CIA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) (ATRl15) 
[LT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
."72 [LT-Y .000 ALPHA 10.000 
200.490 BETA .000 DLTALF -10.000 
"00."80 OLTBTA .000 M~CH 5.930 
AILRCIN .000 ELEVeN _ .000 
GRilO 23.000 
.10 ',' .06 
.05 .05 
0 i.uIi ~ .04 
-.05 ~ ~ ~ : .03 
-.10 .02 
- .15 .01 
























REFERE~E I NF'IJRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.IODO IN. XT 
YMRP .OOIJO IN. YT 


























a I' I I j 
[ -. 50, ~ - • 06 ~ . _ ~ t i ! ,,' I 
, . : .02 r I t 1 
f - .55 - .07 'i I i I 
! 1 I t ~)~-~ 
I : 
, -.04 J I I I [' -.60.: -.08. I .1 .1 -
" a 1000 a 1000 a 1000 : 
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r AEDC VA42211AI7l ORB AND ET SEPARATINGIET DATAl IATRI15J 


















CLT-V .000 ALPHA 
BETA .000 CLTALF 
DLTBT" .000 MACH 










SREF 269O.0IXl0 sO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
Y!'!RP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4800 IN. ZT 
SC ... LE .0100 
.002 .014 I! j 









-.008 .004 : 
-.010 .002 
! I 






















-.08 -.016 -.004 I I I , 
- .10 -.018 -.006 1 I 
- .12 -.020 -.008 ~ 1 I 


















~ I I " 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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SREf." ~690 . 0000 sa . F'T • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BqEF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 









.12 ~ l'l~ 
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FIGURE 23 EXTERNAL TANK AER~ CHARACTERISTICS (OELTA-Y=O. MACH=5.93~ELEV~N=O) ~ 1 
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REFERENCE II'I'"ORMA T I CJII 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 I". YT 























o ·1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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REFERENCE I t-FCR1A TI ()N 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 









.14 I I I ~ 
. 12 1 ~ 
.10 1= i-llv 
:J 
~ I ~ 





.04 :J § 
.02 i 
~ 
0 I :: 
-.02 
-.04 .. - i 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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REFERENCE II'.f"OR~'AT I CN 
SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF ]290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 













E -.J 0 










o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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E 'I TTT"9 I -t-~ 
t-: 
~J. n 
>:- t --:l 
.L 11-
]~ l -.03 I -
~~ i .02 
l I! ~ I I 
!= 1~ -=l 
:ttLI J ~ I 1 Ii ~ 11 ~ l" ~ lit n I~ 
1 I 1 I I j ~. I I 1 11 
J 1 1 
~ i I ~ 
.£ I ~ P I -r1 i . I rl J I . II l' 

























1360.1000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. yT 
416.4000 IN. ZT 
.0100 
.22 t I I I I I I I ~ 
.20 E I I I I I ~ 
.18~ 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
.16t- I I I I I ! I 3 
.14t= I I I J 
t=---!---i I I I I :l 
.12 F I I I I :l 
!:' 
:~: III ii+ I II 
.06 "-I I_~_~ 1 
.04C: ~ 1 -~ =l 
.02 t I I I I I I I 3 
o ~ I I i I I g 
~ 
~ 
I ~ - .02 ~ I I ; I ~ 
4
" , "11,,t 
O F i· . ""Il" - • Ei.u..J.u..u1 Ill! I II "tt II I 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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.08 f I I I I I I I j 
• 06 r I I I I I I I ~ 
.04 t II I I I I I ~ 
.02 t I I I I I I I :l 
o E I I I I I I I :; 
- .02 f I I I I I I I 3 
~:::HJnt II h 
- .08 t I I I I I I I ~ 
-.lOt I I I I I I I :t 
-.121" I I I I I I I 3 






















C; 't:lj :i:t 
~ ~ .J co 
u 
REFERENCE I !FORMAT I C!N 
SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 















I • 002 
I 



















- .0lD ~ 
-.012 ;:-
r-
.1 .1 a -.014 
- .18 heU""!,IIII!IIII!!'''!''''I""!I",, 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 












I I j 
·1 I r 
.J 
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DLT - Y .000 ALPHA 
BETA 3.000 OLTALF 
OL TBTA .000 MACH 
A ILRON .000 ELEVON 
GRID 27.000 
.05 E I I I I I I I OJ 
0 ~ 










































REFERENCE I NF()RMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 























-.02 ~ L '----' 
-.04 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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,:J ~ i-' t:l 
~ ~ 
: 
REFEREI\C£ I !f"CRMA TI ON 
SREF ::?690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
xMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vT 























-.014 . au ... Iitl III • illl Ilil 1111 Illl 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 





























AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATRI20) 
[LT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.627 DLT-Y .000 ALPHA 
200.670 BETA 3.000 [)LTALF 
400.400 OLTBTA .000 M,A,CH 





- .05~ ~ 
- .10. 
. ( 
- .15" I I I ~ 



















































REFEREIICE I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 !N. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. xT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







.15 1= -I 
, i I 


















3 ..hruLJJuuLJJ.Jlu.J~~ ....... 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
OLT-Z . DLT-Z OLT-Z 









1 1 ~I 1 
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AEDC VA422(IA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) (ATR120) 
svf1D., ELT-X p~R~MErRIC VALUES 
0 .627 OlT-V .000 ~LPHA 10.000 
0 200.670 BETA 3.000 DLTALF -15.000 
0 400.400 DLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRCN .000 ELEVCIN .000 
GRID 27.000 
REFERENCE 1 t-F'CRMAT I eN 
SREF 2690 .0000 SQ. F'T • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. xr 
VMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.10 ~' .002 .014 ~I 
.08 0 .012 
I: 








0 -.008 .004 








• ~ ~ 










- .10 -.018 I -.006 
- .12 -.020 -.008 I j 
: ~ 
- .14 -.022 -.010 
- .16 -.024 
: 
-.012 I 
- .18 -.026 -.014 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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REFERENCE I !<FORMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 










.10 ~:, ~i 




I i : .02 
o E ! I I I I 
-.02 
-.04 
OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
"1 
I , 



















o 1000 0 1000 ! 000 
'I' 
FIGURE 23 EXTERNAL TANK AER6 CHARACTERISTICS COELTA-Y=O, MACH=5.93,ELEveN=O) ; PAGE 761 ~ 
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- .18 .. 
PARAMETRIC VALuES 
CLT-Y .000 ALPHA 
BE'TA 3.000 OLTALF 
CLTBTA .000 MACH 





































SREF 2690 .0000 sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF I 290 .3000 IN. 
XM~P U60.1000 IN. Xl 
)Mqp .0000 IN. YT 








E I i I ~ .008 
i I 
~ 1 ' I .006 
It 
,.. I .004 
I 
i ; :t .002 
j , i tm 
~ I o 
J I t 
I· I 3 -.002 
E ~ 
... 
1 ! ~ , -.004 
-.006 
1: 




-.010 I I 
I 




o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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• 000 OLTALF 
.000 MACH 










.05 F I I I I I I I :l 
.04 ~ I I I I I I I 3 
.03 t I I I I I I I 1 
.02 t I I I I I I I :I 
.01 f I I I I I I I :l 
o E I I I I I I I j 
-.Olr I I I I I I I 3 
- •
02 111 ttl II II ~ 
-.03t-+-m III J 
-.04m111 FI ! 
- .05 f I I I I I I I 3 
- .06 t I I I I I I I 3 
-.07~~-+--: ] 
- .08 611 11 11",,,,,11,,,11111 1,1"1,, .. 1"11'1 
REFERENCE I !'FORMA T I ON 
SRE'"' 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. vT 























-.04 J L,_ ~ 
o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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-.026 1; ... 
REFERENCE I IIFClRMA Ti ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 II\!. 
XMRP 1360.1000 !N. XT 
YMRP .0080 IN. YT 
ZI-'RP 416.4000 !N. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
l: .014 

























tl •• lilJIII"1111 1I11 1111 lila -.014 
o 1000 0 1000 0 OLT-Z OLT-Z OLT-Z 
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AEoC VA422CIAI7) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR043) 
I1..T-)( PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.391 I1..T-V .000 ALPHA -10.000 
200.380 eETA .000 OI..TALF -5.000 
OLTBTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRON .. 000 ELEVON .'000 
GRID 9.,000 
REFERENCE I NF"ORMA T 1 ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF' 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF' 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REI"ERENCE I NFDRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sO.n. 
LREF '290.3000 IN. 
8Rt" 1290.3C~2 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1080 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4!)CC IN. ZT 
$CALE .OICO 
;.. I 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ. n . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XI-1RP 1360" 1000 1 N. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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PARAMETRIC VALUES 
DLT-Y .000 ALPHA -10.000 
SETA ,000 OLTALF -10.000 
DLTBTA ,000 MACH 5.930 
AILIWN .000 ELEVC)N .000 
GRID 9.000 
.00 ,'~ .... 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LRE~ ]290,3000 IN. 
BREF : :>90.3000 IN, X~lRP 1360. toOO IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE I NF"ClRHAT I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF !29O.30oo IN. 
6REF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
Y~1RP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE ! NFClRMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 1290 .3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SR£F 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF. 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.014 fTl 11"111 I ...-., 
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SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. vT 
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REFERENCE INFORM" TI CN 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN, XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ~RB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR040) ~ l Il.T-X P~R~METRIC V~LUES 
.554 Il.T-V ,000 AI-PHA -10.000 
200.500 BETA 3.000 OLTALF' -10.000 
400.480 OLT8TA .000 M~CH 5.930 
~ILRQN .000 ELEVON .000 
GRID 8.000 
REFERENCE I NFORMA TlON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF' 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE ,0100 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. )(T 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. 2T 
SCALE .0100 
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REFERENCE II\FClRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
lREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 4.16.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .DlOO 
.22 
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SREF' 2690 .0000 SO.F'T. 
LREF 1:?90.3000 IN. 
BREF' 1 290 • 3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.:000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 1 N • YT 
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P~""METRIC V .... LUES 
• 000 .... LPH .... 
.000 DLT .... LF 
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-.b8 
REFERENCE I NFCRM .... TI eN 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
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DLT-Z DLT-Z DLT-Z 
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AEDt VA422CI A 17) ClRB AND Ei SE:FjARAT INGCET DATAJ (ATRl 00) 
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SREF" 2690.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF' 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF" 1290.3000 .t N • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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REF'EREi'l:E 1 NFCRMA T 1 ON 
SREF 2690 .0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
aREF' 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.22 
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REFERENCE I ""'ORMA T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360. 1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DLT-Z OLT-Z OLT1~ 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I (Jo.I 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
X~lRP 1360. \000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) eRB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR097) 
DLT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT . 






















































BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRD 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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5REF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREf 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SQ . FT • 
LR~F 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XM"P 1360.1000 !N. XT 
Y!-lRP .0000 IN. YT 
Z~lRP 4J6.4000 IN. zr 
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REFERENCE I NFDRMA TI CJN 
SREF 2690 . DODD sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360 . 1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SRE. 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LRE. 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
x~!r~p 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SREF 2690 . 0000 SO. FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN • 
BREF 1290.3000 IN . 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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REFERENCE I NFORt~AT ION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1290 • 3CO~ I "l. 
8REF 129Q.3000 IN • 
XMP,P 136C'. : ceo IN. xl" 
vMRP .C'.:':X; IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATRIOS) 
DLT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.447 DLT-Y .000 "LPH" 5.000 
400.420 BET" .000 DLT"LF -10.000 
[LTSTA .000 MACH 5.930 
AILR~ .000 ELEVON 15.000 
GRID 12.000 
. REFERENCE INFORMAT (~ 
SREF 2690.0000 sa . FT • 
LREF 1290.3008 IN. 
8REF 1290.3800 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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AEDC VA422(IA17) CRB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATR105J 
OLT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.447 Il..T-Y .iJOO ALPHA 5.000 
400.420 BET" .000 Ct.TALF -\0.000 
OLTBT" .000 MACH 5.930 
AILRClN .000 ELEVClN 15.000 
GRID 12.000 ~ 
REFI.:RENCE INF'CiRMATJClN 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF !290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 1"1. y'r 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.n • 
LREF' 1 290 .3000 ;N ; 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 13S0 .1000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF' 1290.3000 IN. 
X~!RP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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1360.lO00 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
416.4000 IN. ZT 
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o 1000 0 1000 0 1000 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN • 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE Il'-FDRMAT I ClN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vT 
ZMRP 416.4000 IN. ZT 
SCIILE .0100 
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AEDC VA422CIA17) ORB AND ET SEPARATINGCET DATA) CATRI09) 
rLT-X PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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SREF 2690,0000 5Q.FT. 







BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 IN. XT 
YI-IRP .0000 IN. YT 
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REFERENCE I !-FORMA T I DN 
SREF 2690 .0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 1360.1000 I~:. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. yT 
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